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Who we are

» Contact
Website | http://translateforjustice.com
Facebook | Adalet İcin https://www.facebook.com/
TranslateJustice
Twitter | @TranslateJustic https://twitter.com/
TranslateJustic
E-Mail | translatejustice@yahoo.de

Translate for Justice is an alternative online platform which
has emerged out of the Gezi demonstrations in Turkey in
June 2013. The protests were rarely broadcast by mainstream media. The common practice was either self-censorship or offering programming that was little more than
propaganda for the government. We started translating in
order to create an alternative source for news and to react
to the mainstream media’s attitude. The movement has received wide attention, and since June we have published
over 300 translated texts and videos in 15 languages.

News
Translate for Justice will feature at the Spielart Festival
in Munich.

Translate for Justice has by now moved from the more
narrow goals of the initial stage to draw attention to numerous incidents that concern human rights and violations of justice. It brings together dedicated translators and
copy editors from all around the world. All who take part
are volunteers, eager to contribute to the dissemination of
texts which touch upon topics of international concern,
including the obstacles to the freedom of expression, the
criminalization of critical thinking, the suppression of opposition to authoritarian regimes, and forced migration.

Wake Up!-Panel „Media
in Crisis“ on October
22, 19:30, Muffatwerk;
with Ralf Sotscheck
(TAZ, Dublin), Kostas
Kallergis/ Tiago Carrasco („crisisrepublic“,
„whenthecrisishitthefan“, Athens/Lisbon),
Meropi Moiseos (Politis, Nicosia), Başak Ergil (translate for justice,
Istanbul), Gonzalo Cortizo (eldiaro.es, Madrid)

Through the selection of texts to be published on our
blog and through our social media presence, we highlight the fact that the translator assumes an indispensible
role in social and cultural communication. Translators
can contribute to creating a counterbalance to information provided by mainstream media and make voices
which are silent or suppressed heard in other languages.
Therefore, the role of the seemingly invisible or ‘neutral’
translator is redefined in this project. S/he becomes an
important agent in the formation of public opinion and
in social and political transformation processes.

Provided by SpielArt Festival, „Wake Up! An assembly
for a different Europe“ is a program including panels,
performances, workshops and screenings that will inspire or trigger new perspectives and further discussions
as Europe is experiencing a new age of crisis, resistance
and activism. Başak Ergil, member of the TfJ core team
will be talking in the panel „Media in Crisis“ to foreground the role of activist translation movements as
an alternative source of information and (counter) discourse as well as a channel of communication in times
of silence, misinformation, censorship and engagement
on the part of the mainstream media.

We believe that this voluntary translation movement
also overturns the traditional trade-offs in the translation market and hope that this will help young and
prospective translators develop a new perspective to the
profession. We invite fellow translators who believe in
solidarity to contact us.
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„Blogging Translation: The Example of Translate for
Justice“ MA Class at Johannes-Gutenberg University
Mainz.

Media Coverage
23.06.2013 | Süddeutsche Zeitung, Marlene Weiss, „Gerechtigkeit, Wort für Wort“.

The course is offered in combination with a seminar
class on humanitarian and activist translation movements. It addresses a number of questions raised by
TfJ and discusses controversial issues and challenges
the project faces, such as those regarding the selection
of texts to be translated, issues of crowd-sourcing and
coordination as well as translation issues. Both courses
are taught by Dilek Dizdar, member of the core editorial team of TfJ. Başak Ergil will visit the course on November 26 to exchange ideas with the students and talk
about her impressions of the Spielart Festival.

25.06.2013 | Die Welt kompakt, Annette Prosinger.
26.06.2013 | Deutschlandfunk, „Übersetzen für die türkische Demokratie“.
01.07.2013 | JGU Magazin, „Eine Brücke zum Gezi
Park“.
05.07.2013 | UEPO – Übersetzerportal, Richard Schneider, „Germersheimer Studenten übersetzen Texte der
Demonstranten vom Istanbuler Taksim-Platz“.
March–September 2013 | Babil Postası [The Babel Post],
e-bulletin of the Conference Interpreters Association
in Turkey. Translators for Justice. „Gezi Eylemleri Sürecinde İki Gönüllü Çeviri Hareketi: Gezi İçin Çevir ve
Translate for Justice“ [Two Voluntary Translation Movements during Gezi Park Protests: Translate for Gezi
and Translate for Justice].

TfJ welcomes Catalan among its languages.
We are proud to announce the publication of our first
text translated into Catalan: „Dos moviments voluntaris de traducció durant les protestes del parc Gezi: Gezi
İçin Çevir (Tradueix per Gezi) i Translate for Justice“,
which was uploaded on November 17. Other Catalan
translations are to follow. We warmly welcome our colleagues who have made it possible to launch the Catalan section of TfJ in our team.

23.10.2013 | il Cambiamento, Lontano dai Riflettori,
„Turchia, il web dà voce alla protesta“.
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